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Product description

Produced in 2007, the "Colombina Collection" cutlery set is one of the projects developed by Doriana and Massimiliano 
Fuksas for Alessi, warmly received by the market. The creation of a new cutlery set is no mean feat, given the extremely 
long-standing tradition of designers - both renowned and anonymous - who have taken on this task, but with the 
Colombina Collection, Studio Fuksas have shown their undeniable design talent. The Colombina collection cutlery set 
was undeniably a successful design experiment, and for 2018, the team are proposing a version of the table-setting 
components - knife, fork, spoon and coffee spoon - with a brass-coloured PVD coating.

Characteristics / suggested use
- In 18/10 stainless steel. Knife blades in AISI 420 steel. The cutlery has a brass-coloured PVD coating, a finish
obtained by depositing metal particles that enhances the object, making it resistant to the action of external agents,
both mechanical and chemical.
- Table-setting components available with PVD coating. The three-pronged fork has a unique, slightly narrowed design.
The knife comprises a single piece, with an elegant continuous line between grip and blade. The soft-shaped spoon
features a wide cup. The coffee spoon proposes the same design as the tablespoon, in miniature.
- Dishwasher safe
- Available exclusively as a set of 24 piece

Technical notes
Cutlery set composed of six table spoons, six table forks, six table knives, six coffee spoons in 18/10 stainless with PDV 
coating, brass.

.

Project text
“Colombina collection” is still a beautiful design project with a sculptural approach, composed of elegant, new and 
pleasing pieces, all excitingly created in new and different material. This design reveals an awareness of the rituals of the 
table that is very open to the evolution of contemporary living, with its playful aspect and its amenability to rearranging the 
composition of the pieces on the table, as well as its philosophy of change in general.
Alberto Alessi




